2018 December Celestial Timings
by Cayelin K Castell
From the Order of the Wise.
In the dead of winter the work of the druids continues.
While our people shelter in warm lodges,
we whisper to the seedlings in the frozen earth.
We light the fires that will guide the
reluctant Sun back from the realms of frost.
We supervise birth and burial, keeping the living and the dead
in harmony with the Earth and the Otherworld.
Druids by Morgan Llwelyn
It has never been more important to whisper to the seeds we are planting for the coming year as we go towards the
rare triple planetary alignment of 2020 (a year that implies perfect vision). The question to ponder now is what seeds
or vision are we cultivating and planting so they are ready to blossom as we had toward 2020? To find out more about
this unique and remarkable time and how to navigate it check out the FREE replay of the Shamanic Astrology Mystery
School’s Preparing for 2020 Summit at this link https://shamanicastrology.com/replay-of-online-summit-preparing-for2020

Cultivating Magic
In the meme to the right Harry Potter proclaims: I Love Magic.
Me too. In the late 1980’s around 1988, if I am remembering
correctly, I read Medicine Woman by Lynn V Andrews inspiring
me to declare – out loud to myself - I want to live a magical life.
In order for that to happen my first marriage had to end and in
fact was already in the process of ending, though I was hanging
on and hoping it would change for the sake of me and my 3
children at the time. (Number 4 didn’t show up for another 2
years. My youngest son was an unexpected gift - born in 1990
and definitely a major ingredient for the magical life I now live.)
Back in 1988 it took several more devastating events for me to
finally give up on my first marriage and to let go of that part of
my life. When I did finally let go - magic and miracles began to happen quickly with amazing synchronicity.
It was many years later when I realized all the magical events and miracles I was experiencing with increasing fun and
potency began about the time I made the decision to live a magical life.
As mentioned one of the miracles was the birth of my youngest son. Just two weeks prior to that miraculous event, I
had another magical and miraculous event occur when I met Daniel Giamario and was introduced to Shamanic
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Astrology. Little did I know then it would become a significant expression of my life’s work interwoven into every other
thing I ever do.
Over this coming year, 2019 I will share more of the magical events that have led me to where I am now. I didn’t always
know magic was at work, but there were plenty of times I had no doubt what-so-ever. I am immensely grateful for the
gift of my children, Shamanic Astrology, and the life I am now living. Stay tuned for more on this journey…

Online 2018 Solstice Celebration
A Look at 2019 and
Further Prep for 2020
With Daniel Giamario and Cayelin Castell
and the Shamanic Astrology Mystery School Council
Sign up HERE

We Are Entitled To Miracles!
Lesson 77 from The Course In Miracles
Many traditions have stories about magic and miracles that happen around the
Solstice Season. When we tune into this timing it is even more potent now due
to the Magical Celestial Energy beaming in from the Galactic Center near the
Galactic Cross where the December Solstice Sun rises. This is a time to go
within and connect with the Miracle you already are and the magic that lives
inside you.
Magic and Miracles are everywhere. This Earth is a magical place with magical
beings and magical experiences. Anything that inspires us is magical. There are
magical landscapes, from the high mountains, to the rolling hills, to the forests,
to the desert, to the various water sources including rivers, lakes and oceans.
All these places magically support life and are filled with treasures that inspire
when we take time to notice and acknowledge the wonder around us.
This includes the wonder of the sky, the deep blue, the cloud beings sometimes bringing storms that cleanse and
purify, as well as the multi-colored skyscapes that inspire awe at sunset or sunrise. The Moon, Planets and Stars in their
multi-varied relationships add to the Celestial Magic we are blessed with when we take time to look up, notice and
appreciate what is going on.
And there is so much more. Magical experiences come in many forms including seemingly spontaneous synchronicities,
acts of love and kindness towards ourselves and each other, and the miraculously unexplainable events that are
beyond ordinary reality.
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This includes miraculous healing that can’t be logically explained, magical synchronicities that lead us to the right place
or person at the right time, or a myriad of other inexplicable experiences that suggest there is some sort of divine
magic and divine intervention at work.
As we approach the ending and beginning of another Solar year you may want to take
time to acknowledge with gratitude and deep appreciation how magical and amazing
life already is. Gratitude magnetizes and attracts more to be grateful for acting as an
essential key for bringing the Magic of this world more fully into our awareness.

What is in the Name December?
According to Guy Ottewell’s Astronomical Calendar, December is the 10th month of
the old Roman calendar that started with March. Decem means 10.

Sky Happenings for December 2018
Find out about the difference between Signs and Constellations in this 15
look at why they are different and why that is significant
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-svuwjprVc and in this article
https://cayelincastell.com/the-13th-sign-misunderstanding/
Venus is about 7° from Spica in the south eastern morning sky with the
waning Crescent Moon approaching Spica and Venus on December 2 forming
a triangle that tightens on December 3 with the Moon and Venus to the upper
left of Spica and then Moon and Spica are on either side of Venus early
morning on December 4.
This Venus Moon conjunction marks the first gate of the descent of the
Goddess where she releases her crown (representing the crown chakra) and
all the distortions she may have acquired in her connection to the divine.
Venus is spectacularly bright and high in the sky as she moves toward greatest
elongation exact on January 6, 2019 though Venus is visible about 40° from the
horizon from the northern latitudes on December 13. By December 31 Venus is lower
on the horizon than she was on December 1. Over the month Venus dims from its
maximum brightness of -4.9 to -4.6 as the month and the year end.
Retrograde Mercury was with the Sun and Jupiter on November 27, leaping up to
connect with Venus though they don’t exactly meet this month. They don’t actually
catch up to each other (meaning within 10 degrees) until April, 2019. As December
begins Mercury appears in the morning sky on December 3 at a magnitude of +0.5 by
December 6 it is +0.0 by Dec 8. On December 12 Mercury is brightening rapidly to -0.4
or -0.5.
By December 15 Mercury reaches greatest elongation in this morning star
appearance or 21°from the Sun rising about an hour and 45 minutes before the Sun.
Mercury climbs quickly into the morning sky seen in the southeast followed by bright
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Jupiter closely passing Mercury a few days before Christmas.
Jupiter was with the Sun on November 26 now rising after Mercury in the morning sky
starting Dec 9 - rising about an hour before the Sun around December 12. Jupiter might be
visible with binoculars by December 8. Jupiter's magnitude is -1.7 more than three
magnitudes fainter than super bright Venus. Jupiter is visible in the constellation of the
Scorpion having moved into the sign of Sagittarius on November 8. (See Jupiter in
Sagittarius Teleclass for details https://shamanicastrology.com/2018-teleclasses ). Jupiter
is passing through the constellation of the Scorpion and is just 5° to the upper left of Antares
(the heart of the Scorpion) on December 20.
Jupiter is within less than 1° of Mercury on December 21 featuring the largest planet
(Jupiter) and the smallest planet (Mercury) visible together in the morning sky. Jupiter rises
up beyond Mercury by the end of the month. (see star map below for Dec 15)
Saturn sets about two hours after the Sun as December begins. Shining around -0.5 magnitude Saturn stands only
about eight or 9° above the south western horizon 30 minutes after sunset requiring binoculars to be seen. Around
mid-month Saturn is in the Sun’s afterglow. 2018 is a year when Saturn doesn't reach conjunction with the Sun for the
entire year, though Sun and Saturn meet on January 2, 2019. The last time this happened was in 1989 and before that
was 1960 - the next time is in 2048.
Mars continues its eastern journey through the constellation of the Waterbearer in the Fish
setting around 11:30 PM this entire month. Mars is high in the sky and is beautiful to see in
early evening throughout December. Mars (10 Pisces) square the Sun (10 Sag ) on Dec 1.
Mars decreases in brightness from magnitude -0.12 to a +0.5. There is a super close
conjunction of Mars and Neptune (less than a quarter of a degree from each other) on
December 6 for the Americas and December 7 for more eastern time zones - only visible in
telescopes. On December 14 Moon and Mars are less than 4° apart as they emerge in
twilight setting in the west together before midnight.
December 05. The Sun is passing the Great Attractor (14 Sagittarius) a massive energetic
force drawing numerous galaxies toward it at about a million miles per hour.
The Great Attractor is apparently far bigger than any galaxy we have ever seen.
Astronomers refer to clusters of galaxies as superclusters. The Great Attractor is at the very
least a supercluster, or something even bigger.
It appears that the gravity of the Great Attractor is pulling the Milky Way and other nearby
galaxies at the rate of a million miles an hour. It isn’t easy to discern what this is exactly
because it lies behind the plane of our Galaxy, meaning that the gas and dust in our Galaxy
obscures the light that emanates from the Great Attractor so it appears much dimmer than
the stars and other objects in our Galaxy. More from Nasa on the Great Attractor.
The Great Attractor offers a sense of synchronistic imagery that reminds us that we too are
Great Attractors pulling to us our own galaxies based on what we think and feel. This
suggests why it is so important to be conscious of what we are attracting to us based on our
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thoughts, words, feelings and actions. Each year at this time when the Sun is aligned with the Great Attractor we might
imagine that we are attracting at an even quicker rate than we might have previously imagined.
December 06 and 07, Friday is the Sagittarius New Moon (15 Sagittarius 07) is exact at 11:20 pm PST and 2:20 am
EST. Passing by Galactic Center about 24 hours later just before the Moon moves into Capricorn at 4:01 am PST and
7:01 EST crossing the Galactic Cross where the December Solstice Sun rises and is very likely a tiny crescent Moon will
be visible very ear the Galactic Cross on the night of December 8 depending on your horizon line and weather.
Galactic Center or Hunab Ku as described by the Mayans is the source of conscious energy
that manifests the rhythm and form of our universe. For one extended period of time (at
least 72 years from 1962 to 2034) in 26,000 years the December Solstice aligns near Galactic
Center energizing ancient/future forgotten knowledge within the DNA (or Hunab Ku) of our
own genetic structure. This New Moon closest to Winter Solstice is about receiving a direct
download from the Galactic Core.
Hunab K'u, who can see and understand everything, knows that the time for the
great change has come. The word for us to return to the ancient temples has been
received from the cosmos. It is here and now that the Great Spirit is beginning to call us back to the magnetic
sites. The incarnated Masters are beginning to raise their voice of knowledge in the ancient sites so their
teachings can be heard. It is in the ancient sites that the cosmic word to attain wisdom in a gradual manner
has been received. (original resource link no longer active)
On December 8 when the crescent Moon is most likely to first be visible is the best time to visit a local sacred site or
ceremonial location you have created to honor the energy of the New Moon and what you are seeding not only in this
new monthly (Moon) cycle but the New Annual Solar Cycle that begins at the December Solstice. The New Moon
closest to Solstice is one of the most important New Moon points of the year since it is also the December Solstice that
represents the New Moon Point for the Solar Year.

Join Venus Alchemy for a new Powerful Initiatory Journey with
the Relational Goddess who has not risen onto the world stage since 1863.
This Venus Journey is about restoring our relationship
with self, nature, magic and each other.
If you are in an 8 year Venus Return and/or you are exploring relational issues
then this life-changing journey is for YOU!
Details https://venusalchemy.com/libra-morning-star-journey/

12/12 and the Feast Day of Our Lady of Guadalupe. On December 9, 1531, she appeared to
Juan Diego on Tepeyac Hill saying she wanted a church built right there. The Bishop asked for
proof. When Juan Diego returned to Our Lady and told her the bishop’s response, she asked
Juan Diego to hold out his tilma (cloak) filling it with the roses of summer. When Juan Diego
showed the Bishop the roses in his tilma, they were astonished to also see Our Lady’s image
imprinted on the tilma. Then the bishop believed and a beautiful church was built, considered
the most revered place of worship in Mexico. Images of Our Lady show her standing in a light
portal with stars on her cloak and the Moon under her feet.
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Dec 12 Mercury enters Sagittarius at 3:43 pm traveling through this sign
until January 4, 2019. When Mercury travels through Sagittarius the intent
is for the mind to serve spirit through an ever expanding quest for
awakened states of consciousness. This is because awakened people create
an awakened world in the same way green trees create a green forest.
This also means that Mercury is visible in the morning sky within sight of
Venus. Mercury passes by the fixed star Dschubba or Isidis currently
located at 2 Sagittarius 45 exact on December 15. This star is seen by some
cultures as the Eye of the Dragon or the crown on the head of the Scorpion.
Dschubba or Isidis was also called Iclarkrav coined from the Arabic Iklil al 'Akrab, meaning the "Crown of the Scorpion",
or sometimes referred to as Iclil; the Arabic word for 'jewel' and was considered a fortunate place to have a planet. Star
Names, p. 367, under Acrab]
Contrary to the view of this star being a jewel - some writings describe Dschubba as unfortunate with associations
around shame and disgrace. It has also been described as having the capacity for material gain, but usually through
selfishness inspired by envy that can lead to violence and domestic disharmony. This star has also been described as
someone with a shrewd, cunning mind and great organizational skills.
I personally have Saturn with this star and have experienced the
challenges of being shamed and considered a disgrace by elders in
my family line - so much so I was disowned and disinherited as a
result.
On the other hand the ability to be organized was a gift while
raising four children, especially having twins when my oldest was
two requiring me to have it together when they were young. 5
years later my youngest son came along requiring me to again step
up my skills with 3 in school and an infant. Eventually I created a
way to color code with highlighters - who had to be where and
when - on my calendar. During this time I also created work from
home - adding yet another level of organizing skills.
The question I am pondering is how do we revision our understanding and experience with this all seeing eye, that
work for this time now. Rather than feeling like it is unfortunate to have a strong connection with Dschubba, I have
come to see these challenges as powerful gifts that have help me cultivate compassion, forgiveness and understanding
I wouldn’t have otherwise had.
Mercury travels through the constellation of the Scorpion and Ophiucus, the serpent holder, who is the master of life
force energy and healing, and moves through Galactic Center early in 2019.
The Gemind Meteor Shower
Peaking on the morning of December 14 this long-lived prolific meteor shower is worth seen on the days around the
peek point. The waxing Crescent Moon will not interfere with observing as it sets several hours before the radiant of
this meteor shower shows up highest in the sky.
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December 15. The Sun passes Rasalhague (22 Sagittarius 40) the star marking the crown chakra of Ophiuchus. The
full window of this activation is from December 12 to 18 - illuminating the healing power of the Serpent Bearer, also
known as Ophiuchus. Mercury passes this star on December 30.
Rasalhague is a star linked with healing wounds both personally and for society as a whole. The constellation
Ophiuchus is located above the Scorpion just east of Hercules’ head and covers part of the Milky Way.
This constellation has been seen by many cultures as a man (or woman) holding a large snake. The snake is a separate
constellation known as Serpens. Read More in this Article

Saturnalia
December 17 or 19. In ancient Roman times December 19
(sometimes listed as December 17) marked the beginning of
Saturnalia, an annual week-long festival when business stopped,
executions and military operations were postponed and the masters
served the slaves. It was the Roman way of overturning the rules for
a fresh perspective.
Interestingly we are in a time of planetary Saturnalia (based on the
Galactic Alignment or when the December Solstice Sun is on the
Galactic Cross). This is when the old rules or structures crumble and
new structures are seeking form through what we are envisioning
and holding sacred in our hearts as we are the seeds for the rebirth
of a whole new world, a new Heaven and a new Earth.
On December 20 and 21 the almost Full Moon is in the constellation of the Hyades very near the bright star Aldebaran.
Also on December 21 Jupiter is less than 1° low in the south east before the Sun rises on the longest night of the year in
the Northern Hemisphere.

December Solstice
The Sun enters Capricorn at 9:49 am marking the exact Solstice on December 21, 2018. The Winter Solstice for those
of us in the Northern Hemisphere equates to the New Moon point of the year, when we have the shortest day and the
longest night.
This is when the Sun rises as far South as it possibly can along the ecliptic. So in the northern hemisphere the days are
shortest and the nights are longest. The opposite is true in the southern hemisphere. The exact moment of Solstice, or
when the Sun enters Zero Capricorn was on December 20 or 21 up until 1697. Since 1702 the Solstice has been on
December 21 or December 22. In 2080 the Solstice will occur on December 20 due to the slight shift that happens over
time.
In the 1980’s, Daniel Giamario, founder of Shamanic Astrology, began sharing information that the December Solstice
marked by zero Capricorn in our Seasonal Cycle was to align with the exact intersection of the Milky Way and the
Ecliptic. In the early 1990’s astronomer John Muess calculated that this intersection was exact in May 1998. See Article
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Synchronistically, in May, 1998 scientists began noticing a
new energy belt of highly charged atoms appearing in the
Earth’s Van Allen belt. According to Wikipedia…the Van
Allen Radiation Belt is a torus of energetic charged
particles (plasma) around Earth, held in place by Earth's
magnetic field.
The Van Allen belts are closely related to the polar aurora where particles strike the upper atmosphere and
fluorescence. The term Van Allen Belts refers specifically to the radiation belts surrounding Earth; however, similar
radiation belts have been discovered around other planets. Also see
Transformation of the Solar System
This tells us there is something very interesting going on - not just on Earth - but in
our entire Solar System and Galaxy. Scientists are considering an imminent
Galactic Super Wave burst of light energy coming from our Galactic Center is very
possible. These are mysteries worth pondering in this or any magical Dec Solstice
Window.
In the quote below, from Diana L Paxton’s book Ancestors of Avalon, the
Galactic Super
Wave the
questions are being asked by a High Priestess of Atlantis when Atlantis was undergoing its destruction.
Considering
time we are in now these questions seem relevant as we move from one age to the next and much of what was - is
now changing and evolving faster than ever. This is also the question the Shamanic Astrology Mystery School asks as
we consider the most effective way to share these mysteries with others – ideally from soul to
soul.
And what of the wisdom that cannot be preserved in scrolls and tokens? What of those
things that must be seen and felt before one can understand? And what of the powers
that can be safely given only when a master judges the student to be ready for them?
What of the wisdom that must be transmitted Soul to Soul?
~From Ancestors of Avalon by Diana L Paxton
The Waning Gibbous Moon passes Regulus between December 25 and 26. The waning Crescent
Moon is about 7° to the upper left of Spica at dawn on December 30. On December 29 the Last
Quarter Moon is visible in the Virgin priestess about 2° from Porrima, the ancient star of prophecy.

Sirius Overhead at Midnight on New Year’s Eve
Around mid-night local time every year on New Year’s Eve the triple star
Sirius is directly overhead energizing our experience of the high magic Sirius
sends to Earth at this time. Sirius is the brightest fixed star in our sky and so
when Sirius reaches the zenith or is directly overhead at mid-night it touches
the Earth with a magnificent download of Sirian light energy just as humanity
is embracing another Gregorian Calendar year.
The light codes from Sirius infuse the Earth’s magnetic grid with actively
radiant divine energy. This helps to inspire and awaken humanity to greater
love and understanding when we are open to receiving this infusion.
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Recent findings reveal we are "downstream" from Sirius in the
part of the galactic arm our solar system resides in. If God is the
bringer of life (energy) and light, Sirius fits the description — it
transmits its energy (highly charged particles) to our entire
system via the magnetic field lines. We literally receive energy
from Sirius!

Full Moon in Cancer
Dec 22 at the Galactic
Edge on the Galactic
Cross between the Bull
and the Twins

2019 promises to be a very interesting year leading up to the rare
2020 triple planetary alignment. Find out more in the An overview
of 2019 with me and Daniel Giamario.
Constellations worth noting: In early December by about 10 pm
the Pleiades are high overhead and Orion completes his ascent
over the Eastern horizon. In late December Betelgeuse, red/orange
star marking the shoulder of Orion to the left of Orion’s belt, is
rising around 8 pm local time. Castor and Pollux, the brightest stars
of the Twins are to the left of Orion. Around 9 pm, Procyon and
Sirius rise nearly at the same time in the east. Betelgeuse, Procyon
and Sirius form a huge equilateral triangle also known as Heaven’s
Gate and the Milky Way passes through this triangle. Full Moon in
Cancer is Dec 22 at 9:49 pm PST on the Galactic Cross at the
Galactic Edge beteween the Twins and the Bull and above Orion
and Sirius.

Bull

Twins

See Cassiopea (at top of the above image). The brightest star Alpha Cassiopeiae (or Shedar - the breast - as it is known
by the ancient Arabs) is a 2.24 magnitude. 42 times bigger than the diameter of the Sun, Shedar is about 228 light years
away from Earth.

December 2018 Timings
all Times are in the Pacific Time Zone
Date
Dec 1 2018
Dec 2 2018
Dec 3 2018
Dec 5 2018

Dec 6 2018
Dec 7 2018

Time is PDT
4:11:53 AM
7:48:33 AM
10:01:35 AM
5:34:08 PM
12:54:39 PM
2:04:55 PM
2:53:13 PM
3:21:37 PM
7:48:44 PM
2:21:59 PM
7:30:55 AM
7:11:04 AM
7:11:04 AM

Planet
Mercury R
Moon
Venus
Sun
Moon
Moon
Moon
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Moon
Moon
Mars

Sign
00°Sg00' R
00°Li00' D
00°Sc00' D
10°Sg47' D
00°Sc00' D
00°Sc39' D
27°Sc21' D
13°Sg44' D
00°Sg00' D
27°Sc16' D
06°Sg15' D
13°Pi44' D
13°Pi44' D

Aspect
Re-enters
enters
enters
Square
enters
Conjunct
Conjunct
Square
Enters
Stations Direct
Conjunct
Conjunct
Conjunct
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Scorpio
Libra
Scorpio
Mars
Scorpio
Venus
Mercury
Neptune
Sagittarius

Sign
00°Sg00' D
00°Li00' D
00°Sc00' D
10°Pi47' D
00°Sc00' D
00°Sc39' D
27°Sc21' R
13°Pi44' D
00°Sg00' D

Jupiter
Neptune
Neptune

06°Sg15' D
13°Pi44' D
13°Pi44' D
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Dec 8 2018
Dec 9 2018
Dec 10 2018
Dec 11 2018
Dec 12 2018
Dec 13 2018
Dec 14 2018
Dec 15 2018
Dec 15 2018
Dec 18 2018
Dec 19 2018
Dec 20 2018
Dec 21 2018

Dec 22 2018
Dec 24 2018

Dec 26 2018
Dec 28 2018
Dec 30 2018
Dec 31 2018

5:01:21 AM
10:08:32 PM
12:52:09 AM
8:20:17 PM
4:39:20 PM
1:44:18 AM
4:42:33 PM
4:42:33 PM
5:39:32 AM
9:34:33 AM
7:18:34 PM
1:38:45 PM
5:43:57 PM
12:21:11 AM
2:37:08 AM
3:02:23 PM
7:34:18 AM
10:36:54 AM
3:22:38 PM
7:19:48 PM
9:27:54 AM
4:52:59 AM
5:31:58 PM
9:58:23 AM
10:49:37 AM
10:40:50 PM
10:40:50 PM
1:22:50 PM
6:22:55 PM
7:19:48 PM

Moon
Moon
Chiron
Moon
Moon
Moon
Mercury
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Moon
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Sun
Mars
Moon
Moon
Mercury
Moon
Moon
Mars
Mars
Moon
Moon
Mars

00°Cp00' D
08°Cp44' D
27°Pi54' D
19°Cp54' D
00°Aq00' D
04°Aq29' D
00°Sg00' D
00°Sg00' D
00°Pi00' D
13°Pi48' D
18°Pi40' D
27°Pi55' D
00°Ar00' D
28°Ar46' D
00°Ta00' D
27°Sg57' D
00°Ge00' D
09°Sg35' D
00°Cp00' D
00°Ar00' D
00°Cn00' D
26°Cn51' D
13°Sg57' D
00°Le00' D
00°Vi00' D
28°Pi05' D
28°Pi05' D
00°Li00' D
00°Sc00' D
00°Ar00' D

Enters
conjunct
Stations Direct
Conjunct
enters
Conjunct
Re-enters
Enters
enters
Conjunct
Conjunct
Conjunct
enters
Conjunct
Enters
Square
Enters
Conjunct
enters
Enters
enters
conjunct
Square
Enters
enters
Conjunct
Conjunct
Enters
Enters
Enters
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Capricorn
Saturn

00°Cp00' D
08°Cp44' D

Pluto
Aquarius
Vesta
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Pisces
Neptune
Mars
Chiron
Aries
Uranus
Taurus
Chiron
Cancer
Jupiter
Capricorn
Aries
Cancer
North Node
Neptune
Leo
Virgo
Chiron
Chiron
Libra
Scorpio
Aries

19°Cp54' D
00°Aq00' D
04°Aq29' D
00°Sg00' D
00°Sg00' D
00°Pi00' D
13°Pi48' D
18°Pi40' D
27°Pi55' D
00°Ar00' D
28°Ar46' R
00°Ta00' D
27°Pi57' D
00°Ge00' D
09°Sg35' D
00°Cp00' D
00°Ar00' D
00°Cn00' D
26°Cn51' D
13°Pi57' D
00°Le00' D
00°Vi00' D
28°Pi05' D
28°Pi05' D
00°Li00' D
00°Sc00' D
00°Ar00' D
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